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Welcome to 
Elevate! K.Motion  
Warehouse Edge 
State of the Union

A lot has changed in the last year. Company rebranding, new product names and 
personal. Join the Körber K.Motion Warehouse Edge team as we provide an update what 
has transpired with our business over the past year and what these changes mean to you. 
Learn how you can stay up-to-date with the latest communications, product releases and 
meet your new Account Management team.

K.Motion 
Warehouse Edge 
roadmap update

Learn what's new and what's next for Körber K.Motion Warehouse Edge. This includes 
functionality to keep pace with ever-higher consumer expectations for convenience, 
speed and choice in an increasingly global market. We also want to hear your feedback on 
industry trends and functionality you would like to see to help optimize your warehouse 
operations.

Demo of K.Motion 
Warehouse Edge 
7.6 and 7.7

Now that we have shared the new functionality available in the latest releases. Join or 
presales and product development team as we demonstrate the new functionality in the 
re-branded version of K.Motion Warehouse Edge User Interface.

Advanced 
Replenishment 
including Services 
bundle 

Is your warehouse setup with each, case and pallet pick locations? Is your warehouse 
setup with replenishing different packsizes with min/max for each packsize? Learn how 
you can maintain and manage replenishment for each packsize with Körber K.Motion 
Warehouse Edge. We will also cover a services bundle to help automate the replenishment 
process with a scheduled task and the ability to configure the WMS to determine which 
zones each packsize should be replenishment from.

Reimagine Services 
during COVID

The current global pandemic has had a significant impact on businesses, including our 
services organization. With borders closed, airlines grounded, and business travel at an 
all-time low, we have been provided a unique opportunity to analyze and remodel our 
approach to projects. Just as our customers have adjusted and re-invented their business 
models in order to safely serve their customers, our services organization has done the 
same. Join us as we discuss how we have leveraged this opportunity to drive success 
and deliver mission critical systems to our customers, while keeping our employees and 
customers safe. 

Körber One middle 
tier alerts and 
subscriptions

Learn how to use a powerful event-driven feature in Körber One. Middle Tier Alerts allow 
you to receive notifications from different parts of your application and react to those 
notifications.
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What's new in 
K.Sight Pulse 4.5 

Come whats new in the latest version of Pulse, including a demo of the new features and 
KPI configuration experience in Solution Designer.

K.Motion Ship 
troubleshooting  

Troubleshooting tips and tricks and how to determine if it's our issue or a carrier issue or 
someone else's issue.

Contact Tracer  This will review the reports available that can provide as much useful contact tracing 
information, should someone test positive for the illness/virus in question.

Automation 
with K.Motion 
Warehouse 
Edge tools for 
allocation/waving

Are you using Allocation and Waving to its full potential? Ever wondered how you can 
automate the allocation and waving process that you use on a day to day basis? This 
session will provide an overview of the options available to automate the allocation and 
waving process in K.Motion Warehouse Edge. You’ll discover new features you may not be 
utilizing today and tricks on how to leverage existing functionality to gain efficiencies in 
your warehouse operations.

Performance 
tuning: archiving 
and purging

K.Motion Warehouse Edge WMS system has been providing a robust, adaptable solution to 
warehouses for over 30 years. However, the rise in eCommerce has dramatically shifted 
how warehouses operate. Gone are the large single orders for brick-and-mortar, replaced 
by small individual orders through eCommerce. As a result, customers are experience 
high order volume with thousands of log records. With this in mind an enhanced data 
archiving solution was developed to help customers isolate active and historical data to 
improve system responsiveness while maintaining reporting requirements.

Körber One Solution 
Designer – Creating 
Data-Mapped APIs 
with Körber One 
API Designer and 
NHibernate 

How to use Solution Designer to generate an API based on NHibernate mapping files. The 
generated API will support create, read, update and delete (CRUD) operations, including 
server-side filtering, sorting, paging and expanding of related objects, without writing a 
line of code.

K.Sight Cost2Serv: 
network design 
and optimization

A presentation on K.Sight Cost2Serv a network design and optimization product for 
the supply chain. Humphrey will provide a product overview and share case studies 
on  locating distribution centers and out bases for a frozen food supplier and merging 
distribution networks for a convenience store chain.
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How can we 
make you better? 
Customer 
engagement

Like our customers who have found ways to adapt to new business requirements and 
challenges, our Warehouse Edge team is no different. The session is designed to provide 
an insight into changes and investments Körber has made to cater to your evolving 
needs and how to best engage us for assistance. We will introduce you to your Account 
Management team, classify levels of engagement for professional services and support. 
We want to make it easy for you to fulfill our core purpose of how we love making you 
better.

K. Motion 
Warehouse Edge to 
SAP BusinessOne 
integration - SAP 
Service Layer vs. 
DI API

The newest release of the K.Motion Warehouse Edge/SAP BusinessOne integration adds 
support for SAP HANA as the underlying database engine by using the more modern SAP 
Service Layer API. This session will review the differences between Service Layer and the 
older DI API, what's new in the Warehouse Edge/SAP B1 integration, and what's coming 
next.

Integrate 
documentation 
into your K.Motion 
Warehouse Edge 
workflow

In this session we will review how you can leverage Essentials like Image to integrate 
documents into your Warehouse Edge workflow. We will cover sign on glass functionality 
on your BOL’s for outbound shipments and documents like MSDS sheets that may be 
required for shipments to your customers

Körber One 
Solution Designer:  
Command-line 
publishing with 
continuous 
integration

A Körber One Pulse Designer demonstration of Körber One Solution Designer publishing 
with a command-line interface through a continuous integration pipeline to automatically 
update Körber One.

K.Sight CLASS – 
Reimagining your 
warehouse using 
3D Simulation 

The Product Manager for the CLASS solution will walk through the  applications for 
CLASS, a demo of the new features including the 3D simulation, value proposition and the 
roadmap.
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Gamification 
and the positive 
impact to drive 
engagement in SC 

See how Gamification can have a positive impact on worker engagement by rewarding 
individual tasks, incentivising teams and empowering workers to maximize their value.  
Ciaran will take you through the features and roadmap. 

Screen to Voice 
for K.Motion 
Warehouse Edge

Short recap on what is screen to voice and heres what's now possible with V3. 

Körber Cloud 
monitoring & 
alerting

Outline of how we are using logic monitor to capture KPIs to ensure issue resolution and 
minimal disruption to your business.

K. Motion 
Warehouse Edge 
to NetSuite® 
integration 
troubleshooting

Crash course on all the moving parts involved when integrating K.Motion Warehouse Edge 
and NetSuite, with a focus on useful troubleshooting techniques for common issues.

Automatic order 
prioritization

Last year we introduced you to our new Order Prioritization function. In this session we 
will cover the functionality in more detail and how it can be used to help prioritize your 
orders. You will learn about what functionality is available and how to use it.

Creating Code-
First APIs with API 
Designer and C# 

How to use Solution Designer to generate an API containing operations you define, and 
write C# code to implement the operations. Also will show how to run and debug your API 
from Visual Studio Code.

eCommerce 
roundtable Q&A 

This session will feature a panel of customers sharing their use of the solution to support 
eCommerce business activity
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